Get ready for an adventure of a lifetime on a working tall ship!

**DAY CAMP: EXPLORER CAMP** (ages 6-10) designed to encourage growing minds to appreciate and explore nature. After a week of fun at the dock, explorers sail away for an optional overnight sleepover at sea.

**5 DAY: ADVENTURER CAMP & 12 DAY: VOYAGER CAMP** trips (ages 10-17) will explore topics in marine biology, maritime history, island ecology and traditional maritime arts! Learn the ropes as you challenge yourself with exciting new opportunities: leaving the dock, setting and adjusting sails, keeping a ship on course and living aboard a ship. New friends, star-gazing, and unforgettable island fun! Scenic hikes, warm sandy beaches with the cool ocean water nearby, and picnics in just the right spot.

All camps end with a victory sail where campers get to show off their new skills to family and friends.

**DAY CAMP: EXPLORER CAMP**
- **July 13-17** Land, Sea, and Sky Explorers
- **July 20-24** Community Explorers
- **July 27-31** Art Explorers
- **August 3-7** Coastal Explorers
- **August 10-14** History Explorers

**5 DAY: ADVENTURER CAMP**
- **June 22-26** Land, Sea, and Sky
- **June 29-July 3** Years of Adventure
- **July 6-10** Myths and Legends
- **July 13-17** Come Sail Away
- **July 20-24** Drifters
- **July 27-31** Find Finny Friends
- **August 3-7** Salty Scientists
- **August 10-14** Highlights

**12 DAY: VOYAGER CAMP**
- **July 6-17** Land, Sea, and Sky
- **July 20-31** Fear Factor

**Reserve Your Spot!**
Email us: info@lamitopsail.org
or online: lamitopsail.org/seacamp/

Sailing from San Pedro and Long Beach

- **Exy Johnson**
- **Irving Johnson**
- **American Pride**

Ask about our No-Risk Reservation.
5 DAY: ADVENTURER CAMP

YEARS OF ADVENTURE People have been enchanted by the ocean ever since they first laid eyes on it. Explore the intertwined history of people and water, participate in historical navigation techniques, and learn historic sailor arts such as storytelling, sail handling, and marlin spike seamanship.

LAND, SEA, SKY From the smallest microorganism to the continents to the clouds in the sky, all are connected on this beautiful blue marble. Discover the links between the spheres as well as between you and your crewmates.

MYTHS AND LEGENDS Be inspired by the tales of the ages. Learn about the stories people used to explain phenomena and create your own. Attempt the feats of heroes and heroines of the past.

COME SAIL AWAY Our art appreciation week where campers can learn sea shanties and dances, create art and make music. Let the ocean inspire you to create poems and artwork to bring home to cherish forever.

DRIFTERS Let’s talk about what’s floating in the water! Microscopic organisms that everything else relies on, animals and US! We will think about why things float, build boats and sail them! We will have plenty of time to drift in the water while snorkeling, kayaking, and swimming around the islands.

FIND FINNY FRIENDS Campers are in for a whale of a time as we learn all about the big animals of the ocean! Let’s talk about dolphins, sharks, seals, sea lions and whales. Spend the day on and in the water trying to catch sight of some of our local gentle giants.

SALTY SCIENTISTS Be a saltwater scientist! Campers will be encouraged to be scientists and create their own experiments to conduct onboard. The manta trawl and trips to remote beaches will allow us to investigate plastic pollution. We will also explore water chemistry as we collect data from places only reachable by ship.

HIGHLIGHTS Join us on the last week of camp for a week of highlights. This week will be a mixed bag of the most popular themes and activities from the previous seven weeks of camp.

12 DAY: VOYAGER CAMP

LAND, SEA, SKY From the smallest to microorganism to the continents to the clouds in the sky, all are connected on this beautiful blue marble. Discover the links between the spheres as well as between you and your crewmates on this voyage.

FEAR FACTOR For the adventurous spirit and not the faint of heart. During these twelve days, we will push comfort levels. Climb as high as you can into the rigging. Get up close with some underwater aliens, try eating strange food, or attempt the polar bear plunge.

DAY CAMP: EXPLORER CAMP

LAND, SEA, SKY EXPLORERS From the smallest microorganism to the continents to the clouds in the sky, all are connected on this beautiful blue marble. Discover the links between the spheres as well as between you and your crewmates. Explorers will interact with the land, sea, and sky, visiting beaches and aquariums, and taking a sail or two in the harbor.

COMMUNITY EXPLORERS Learn about communities, land and ocean, and how they interact. Learn about how successful communities are formed and sustained. Both the land and sea are enriched by this diversity. Jump in and see how they all interact.

ART EXPLORERS Our art appreciation week where campers can learn sea shanties and dances, create art and make music. Let the ocean inspire you to create poems and artwork to bring home to cherish forever.

COASTAL EXPLORERS Explore the water that hugs the coast. The intertidal zone is home to most fascinating and familiar creatures. Say hi to sea stars, urchins, sponges and more! Look at tidal zone. Water tests. Communities interactions.

HISTORY EXPLORERS People have been enchanted by the ocean ever since they first laid eyes on it. Explore the intertwined history of people and water, participate in historical navigation techniques, and learn historic sailor arts such as storytelling, sail handling, and marlin spike seamanship.

Please note: All camp themes subject to change, depending on interest

Los Angeles Maritime Institute (LAMI) 310.833.6055
Berth 73, Suite 2, San Pedro, CA 90731

Adventure learning at sea . . . for life!